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Introduction
The cryogenic current comparator where ssQ/k& is the extrinsic energy resolution of the SQUID and Lccc,dis the effective inductance of the CCC overlapped tube inside the superconducting shield, see figure 1. For a fixed number of primary turns and a limited volume, the optimum CCC will be the one with maximum L C C C ,~~ for the available dimensions. This problem has been the subject of papers based on different numerical methods . Figure 2 shows a typical calculation of Lccc..f vs. R following the method described in reference [7] . An initial increase of LCCC.& vs. R is observed until a maximum is reached, then it rapidly decreases towards zero when the overlapped tube approaches the shield. The limit value ofR is R,h,*w. Numerical methods can be applied to any geometry and have proven to give accurate results. However it would be desirable to have a simple "rule of thumb" that is valid for the typical dimensions of a CCC. Then the design of a CCC will be considerably simplified. In this work, a geometrical "rule of thumb" is deduced using physical arguments and its range of validity for the typical dimensions of CCCs verified numerically.
"Rule ofthumb"
Any current in the CCC tube generates a flux, @ = L c~~,~~ x I , in the internal area of the CCC, A,,, = zR2. This flux should be able to return through the area A,, comprised between the CCC outer side and the shield: SO the flux follows a path that has a magnetic conductance determined by these areas. When A , , < < A , , the magnetic conductance is mainly determined by A,, and Lccc,nn will increase when A. , increases (so when R increases). When &,<<A,", the magnetic conductance will now be determined by A , and Lccc,.~ will decrease when A , decreases (so when R increases). Since the available area is restricting the flow of flux lines, both generation and r e m of flux should be 'as easy', and therefore the maximum value for L , , is expected when the inner area is equal to the outer area:
Ah,=&,. This will occur for a radius R given by: Our approach is exactly valid when a homogeneous flux density exists inside the areas A,, and A,. This will not be the case for arbitrary dimensions. For example when h and w are much smaller than R and Rs8ie,d, the magnetic flux density will be higher near the overlapped tube, decreasing inversely with the distance. Nevertheless, the dimensions of tpical CCCs are such that h, w, R, Rlh,c,d are of the same order. So, to validate this intuitive approach we have calculated numerically the dependence of LCcc,*f vs. Ajn,'(A,n,+A=J for several cases with the dimensions that are typical in the construction of a CCC following ref. [7] . The results are shown in figure 3 . Indeed it is seen that the maximum value for Lccc,g occurs when A , , = A , in all studied cases.
Conclusions
The maximum value of the overlapping tube inductance of a CCC inside a superconducting shield occurs when the internal and external areas of the CCC are equal. We have validated this condition using numerical methods for typical dimensions of CCC. This new rule of thumb simplifies the calculations for the design of an optimum c c c .
